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Synopsis: C.O. of IDOL KING, a true pioneering Christian rap and hip hop 
artist, returns with another compelling track that is sure to be a game 
changer and classic, entitled "Blood is Thicker Than Water, But Spirit is 
Thicker Than Blood," that draws attention to the danger of compromise 
and the jeopardy it poses to both the culture and the church entering into 
ill-advised covenants for temporary benefit. Just a gem of the many jewels 
to come from one of the premiere architects of Holy Hip Hop. More to come 
soon. Stay tuned, and check out www.officialidolking.co. Also, follow and 
or like C.O. of IDOL KING on his respective social media platforms:
@idolking1985/facebook 
@idolking1985/twitter
@officialidolking/instagram 

(Intro) 

Compromise ... 
Yo listen up! ... 
We’re slowing this down  
Cause we really want you to think about this! 
Aight? 
Yo! 
Get ready! ... 
Ready or not, let’s go!!! 



(Verse 1) 

Kenny 
If anyone loves gangs, friends or frats 
More than the Lord Jesus Christ 
Sets themselves a trap 
Cult like devotion 
To these clubs, crews, commissions and cliques 
Makes he or she unfit 
To be a legitimate 
Disciple of Jesus Christ 
At any price or extent 
And should remain hesitant 
If they will not repent 
Aren’t willing fully to commit   
And make Christ their president 
Cause the church got enough illegitimate hypocrites 
Disingenuous Representatives 
That straddle the fence 
Heckling us cats from the bench 
Spectating events 
Sitting and watching eating popcorn 
Not budging an inch 
Only giving half of their heart 
Not 100 percent 
See “Blood is Thicker Than Water, 
But Spirit is Thicker Than 
The Blood” flowing in your kinfolk and your momma 
Thicker than the blood pact you made with them soldiers 
Thicker than them Mason’s that your father was apart of 
There is no nepotism in the body of Christ 
Cause you can’t serve the Lord Jesus Christ and ice 
Cause you’ll either hate one or in the other delight 
Cause both demand your allegiance and commitment of life 
It’s like ... 



(Hook) 

One, two, three 
In the place to be 
Stepping out the shaker 
Watch us season the place 
Watch us sink into this world without losing our taste 
Soothing 
Improving the conditions 
Influencing decisions 
Protecting and defending with convictions we light 
Marching to a different drumbeat in the darkest of night 
Blood is Thicker Than Water, But Spirit’s Thicker Than Blood 
Peeps over money 
Others over self 
Watch out here we come 



(Verse 2) 

See everything is changing 
Rising, rearranging 
Whipping 
Shifting in different positions quick 
It’s hard to predict the direction 
Moving at rates 
Amazing zipping 
Something’s always contradicting 
A previous declaration 
Or hypothesis 
There’s intense pressure to cave in 
A myriad of voices and forces 
That know our voice is important 
That’s why they use they resources 
To silence our voices 
Influences our choices 
Persistent insistent 
we chose the path of least resistance 
Can’t roll with the consensus and the egregious grievances that 
compete for my allegiance and commitment to Jesus 
Challenged constantly to compromise conviction for Adidas 
In fact, they want cats like Idol King deleted 
Like the infants after the birth of Jesus 
But Ms. Scott did not birth this black fetus 
To be shaky 
Double-minded and flaky 
Wish washy and unstable, like a table 
Underneath the turntable at a party Ebow 
Y’all use to cats that do what their told 
Laker hats heat Jeans 
Two and three sports teams 
Nowadays how cats roll 
Y’all gone pull a muscle changing all them clothes 
Pick a side with one team 
Ride or die don’t fold 
I don’t fit this world’s mold 
C.O.’s a square peg inside your circular hole 
Die before I sell my soul 
Go along, to get along 
I guess we ain’t gone get along 
If going along means selling out in Babylon 



(Hook) 

One, two, three 
In the place to be 
Stepping out the shaker 
Watch us season the place 
Watch us sink into this world without losing our taste 
Soothing 
Improving the conditions 
Influencing decisions 
Protecting and defending with convictions we light 
Marching to a different drumbeat in the darkest of night 
Blood is thicker 



(Verse 3) 

Patience check is a virtue 
Revelations is our curfew 
Jesus Christ is coming,  
But some Christians use His coming son as an excuse to do nothing 
Fronting 
Kicking back 
Napping 
Do not know what’s happening 
Watching what’s happening 
Flashing 
Stacking dough 
Slacking and acting 
Instead of impacting the continent 
And attacking what’s cracking 
They biting my content Constantly when they rapping 
Captain in my absence grabbing 
To preoccupied with branding 
Hype 
Tweets and likes 
And the rapture happening that their blind to the thirst for 
Social advancement 
Community enhancement 
Tracy, Tatiana and Sybrina’s subtraction that if the rapture 
happened 
No one would miss’em cause they never take action 
Burning leaves 
Smoking trees of knowledge 
Quoting depth, but no breadth when they exit college 
Paying homage in bondage to the books and classroom rigid 
Theological giants are sociological midgets 
My heart beats for the poor and under privileged 
Mitt Romney’s 47 percentage 
To the 53 
Bourgeois 
My theology’s defensive, astringent,  
Offensive to those whose commitment is the size of midget 
I’m wicked 
Seem like a bully on a pompous exhibition 
Like a monster with conviction til you study and find 
That my views and approach are biblically aligned 
I’m what the serpents 
Misinterpret 



Purposely maligned 
I’m worth it 
Every dime 
I’m not a perfect person 
Stumble all the time 
My verses 
Balanced, tough and kind 
God’s love’s willing to risk all 
Relationships 
To tell you that your blind 
Paul’s “love” in Corinthians is not a definition 
Cause turning over tables is also a description I’m spitting 
Faithful footprints all in your behind 
Cause bitter are those kiss marks on your behind 
Call a Pharisee a viper 
To his face I’m like a sniper 
Paralyze your appetite for weak rhymes with mines 
It’s like ... 



(Hook) 

One, two, three 
In the place to be 
Stepping out the shaker 
Watch us season the place 
Watch us sink into this world without losing our taste 
Soothing 
Improving the conditions 
Influencing decisions 
Protecting and defending with convictions we light 
Marching to a different drumbeat in the darkest of night 
Blood is thicker 



(Outro) 

Whew! 
Did you get it? ... Compromise ... 
Try not to let it happen to you ... 
The only remedy for it is ... 
Chase what matters ... 
Jesus!!!... 
Stand! ... 
Stand up! ... 
That’s right! 




